
7 Things to Know Before Starting an Advertising Agency

Advertising is an integral practice for every business in various industries. Many

organizations depend on advertising agencies to promote their business. They do so due

to how dynamic the ad industry came to be. Advertising is like a race against time. Being

behind could mean losing consumers to their competitors. So if you're about to open

your ad agency, go for it by all means. There's profitability running such a business. But

first, here are the seven things you must know before starting an ad agency.

Competition Is Heavy

A report from Forbes states that the Americans' rate of exposure to ads is between 4,000

to 10,000 every day. Yes, surprisingly, it's that many. However, they aren't aware that

they're exposed to that number of ads daily. Most of the ads they encounter aren't within

their scope of interest. But the report implies another fact; the competition in

advertising is indeed heavy.

Because there are so many ads across multiple media platforms, you can assume that

there are numerous ad agencies as well. And these agencies are your competitors. You'll

be going up against them in terms of attracting clients. For that reason, you must adopt

advanced marketing strategies, especially during your agency's startup phase. As much

as possible, be steps ahead from other agencies, or keep pace with them at least. That's

one way of ensuring sustainability for your ad agency.

You Must Invest

In your agency, all the planning and management tactics that you'll have in place for it

will require hefty finances. If that gives you second thoughts in starting an ad agency,

don't let it. Those finances are necessary investments to gear up your agency for long

term success. And, they'll result in huge returns that can increase your agency's revenue

and profit.

So, if you want to own an ad agency, you must always be willing to invest. Don't think of

your business expenditures as expenses. Instead, see them as a means to strengthen

your ad agency's operations. Over time, you'll come across opportunities for business

growth and expansion. When you have enough financial power, start investing for your

agency.
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In running an ad agency, you have to understand that money will always be in the line.

So, make sure to invest them wisely and strategically. Eventually, your investments will

pay off.

Failures Are Imminent

Yes, owning an ad agency isn't always going to be a smooth voyage. Along the way, there

will be setbacks that can cause failure in some areas. Particularly, failure in delivering

effective advertising mediums for your clients. Of course, you need to avoid that

outcome. But preparing for the worst is a good strategy. It enables you to establish

contingency plans to mitigate the adverse effects of failing.

However, we do hope that you never have to use your contingency plans. But they're

crucial, and that's why we encourage you to make them. Even the best advertising

agencies have experienced failures in their many years of operating. And they recovered

from their failures with their contingency plans.

As an ad agency owner, make it your mindset to have no room for failure. But at the

same time, don't fear it. Being too worried about failure will tend you to stay in a

comfort zone, which limits your agency's potential. Failures are imminent, but don't let

them keep your business in a tight box.

You Have to Be Optimistic

We mentioned just a moment ago not to be too worried about failure. Well, that's a way

of having optimism. In running an ad agency, being optimistic should be one of your

principles. When your clients ask you to produce complicated ad campaigns, be

confident that your agency can pull them off efficiently. When something fails, see the

bright side of them, learn, and improve from them.

The advertising industry is full of challenges that can either make or break your agency.

But, if you're optimistic, you can overcome all of them and bring consistent success.

Optimism can open many windows of opportunities for your advertising agency.

You Need the Right People

Of course, it's impossible to operate an advertising agency on your own. So, you must

hire people to be a part of your organization. However, you don't just hire random
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people; hire those that are competent, driven, and committed. You need individuals

with such qualities to give your ad agency a competitive edge. They don't have to possess

extensive advertising skills and knowledge to be a part of your team. As long as they

show promise, they'll do.

Moreover, don't hesitate to send an employment termination memo to people who

display incompetence. You have to let go of individuals who are a drag in your ad

agency's progress. Just don't forget to terminate their employment politely and

professionally.

Creativity Should Be the Culture

Remember that an advertising agency is a type of creative agency. That said, creativity

should be a culture within your workforce. Allowing your advertising team to be creative

while meeting the clients' demands can lead to optimal results. Furthermore, creativity

can help in establishing your agency's brand and identity, enabling it to be unique from

other agencies.

If possible, try to devise innovative advertising strategies in your agency so that it can

stand out. Let your organization brave new grounds in the advertising industry. That

way, more clients might find your agency interesting. Hence, many of them might avail

of its advertising services.

Saying No at Times Is Necessary

If your schedule is full of client meetings and negotiations, that's a good sign. Don't

forget to use a meeting minutes sheet to document your dealings with new clients.

Although receiving proposals from several clients is excellent, you should refuse some of

them when necessary. Some clients may not fit your business goals, while others simply

don't have clear objectives. Thus, it's unrealistic to deliver a quality service for them.

And, that's a valid reason to say no to them. Never onboard clients simply because they

can pay a substantial price.

Everything that you've learned here is essential knowledge in owning an ad agency. With

that in mind, you should integrate them into your advertising agency business plan. So,

start making preparations now. Let your agency become a significant icon in the

advertising industry soon.
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